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Abstract
Innovation in technology has been a tremendous break-
through in the past decades. Especially with the development 
of smartphones, which has contributed to the thriving evolu-
tion of websites and online applications. Online payments have 
become popular and widely applied, but still encountered 
inadequacies between different currencies used by each coun-
try. The currency has been gradually asserting its position 
when enormous enterprises as Microstrategy, Tesla, Galaxy 
Digital, etc. in turn invested in and legalized the products pur-
chasing by cryptocurrency.

What do you think about the idea of using cryptocurrency 
online payments on all eCommerce platforms, online betting, 
and gambling applications? What do you think about the 
online real estate investment idea, where we can buy, sell and 
receive profits with virtual currencies? Asia in general and 
China, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, in particu-
lar, is a massive market facing many dilemmas caused by the 
above intricacies. Therefore, CorgiDoge was created to en-
force the above ideas. We are building not just a crypto coin 
but a community, an ecosystem to develop online payment 
and real estate investment to the next level.

CorgiDoge wants to build an empire where we can resolve all 
the blemishes in online payments in inadequate countries like 
Japan; strict regulations in gambling, online betting in Asian 
countries. We are also building a real estate investment eco-
system - a property consulting channel that still operates 
mainly by offline direct merchandising.



About Corgidoge

In terms of the real estate 
field, CorgiDoge will be an 
alternative to the current 
currency for real estate pay-
ment. The CorgiDoge team 
will develop an application on 
which investors can use 
CorgiDoge to buy real estate. 
You will not need to spend a 
large amount of cash to invest 
in real estate, our application 
will divide the real estate into 
small investment packages, 
you just need to participate in 
the investment by buying a 
part of real estate products 
through these packages. 
Investors will enjoy double 
profits from the increase in 
the price of real estate and 
CorgiDoge.

In some countries like Japan, 
eCommerce platforms are 
greatly grown, nevertheless, 
the drawbacks of payment 
obstacles have not been 
solved yet. Typically as when 
paying for international stall 
owners, only direct payment is 
application livable. This creates 
many complexities for foreign-
ers who want to sell products 
on Japanese eCommerce sites. 
CorgiDoge has been devel-
oped to be a partner with Jap-
anese eCommerce platforms 
and to become the payment 
currency for stall owners.

In Asian countries, online 
gambling and betting are 
currently illegal, but it is still 
possible to believe in chang-
ing regulations in the future. 
CorgiDoge will replace the 
current currencies to 
become the authorized 
currency used in online gam-
bling and betting applica-
tions. Users will no longer 
have to go through many 
conversion procedures and 
can directly transfer/with-
draw CorgiDoge from their 
wallet to the in-application 
wallet and vice versa.



Vision, mission & strategy

Our vision is to build an ecological system around CorgiDoge including spaces, working communities, real estate investment 
applications, eCommerce platforms, cryptocurrency exchanges that are suitable for everyone. This system will encourage the 
acceptance and utilization of CORGI cryptocurrency to help promote demand and create value for sustainable development in 
the future.

Our mission is to maintain and expand a sustainable business model with the orientation of connecting businesses directly with 
customers, maximizing the visualization of the CORGI cryptocurrency. By the strategy of creating a real estate investment appli-
cation and eCommerce platform, the cryptocurrency exchange, we present sincere concern about sustainable core values.

Real estate investment application, eCommerce platform, the cryptocurrency exchange is designed to maximize the benefits of CORGI 
coin. The long-term development-oriented CORGI will become one of the used coins widely and replace existing coins.

The CorgiR real estate investment application is designed for global real estate investing starting from small investment packag-
es. Property owners will be authorized to use the application to market their properties/products for free, in exchange for a dis-
count to CORGI cryptocurrency holders. In this way, the marketing cost saved from the ongoing asset owner will be transferred 
directly to the owner in cryptocurrency (CORGI) at a lower price. Furthermore, as stated, although anyone can participate in the 
community through the application, only CORGI cryptocurrency holders can invest at attractive discounts. Investors can legally 
buy potential real estate in any country in the world thanks to the CORGI application and currency. Currently, no real estate invest-
ment application can perform multinational quickly.

CorgiE eCommerce platform is designed for trading and shopping in countries with payment obstacles such as Japan. CORGI will 
be used as the main payment currency on this eCommerce platform. We will allow the purchase of goods on the eCommerce 
platform using CORGI coin. In addition, sellers from all countries other than Japan will be able to effortlessly pay via CORGI 
instead of facing barriers the same as the present. The merchants now only have to sell products and earn revenue in CORGI at 
the end of the month, then exchange CORGI for money when the market price is high. Trading CORGI and collecting money is 
much easier with our cryptocurrency exchange. In addition, CORGI will be popularized on existing cryptocurrency exchanges. 
Besides, sellers have a way to make more profits by hoarding CORGI currency and selling at high prices.

The CorgiS cryptocurrency exchange is designed for the investment community around the world to trade and store cryptocur-
rencies. Transaction and maintenance fees will be charged in CORGI currency, thus contributing to the tremendous growth in 
value of CORGI. We are creating a system that can be the No. 1 cryptocurrency exchange of the world.



Introduction to cryptocurrency

CORGI (TOKEN)



CORGI holders can use it to pay on CorgiE market-
place, CorgiR investment application, CorgiS 
exchange, and online applications, eCommerce plat-
forms, exchanges that accept CORGI.

CORGI owners, in addition to investing in the CorgiR 
application, can also hoard and profit from holding 
CORGI currency. We are having transcendent policies 
for paying monthly profits along with the growing 
value of CORGI (minimum 4%/month)

Investment method

Payment methods



The idea of Corgidoge

CorgiDoge is rooted in the limitations of 
current real estate and eCommerce.

The concept of this entire ecosystem has 
been developed to perfect the original con-
cept by creating a cryptocurrency using 
the Binance Smart Chain Blockchain.

This concept has spurred development 
into an idea of creating an ecosystem to 
solve, driving the growth of the 5.0 era. 
The era when cryptocurrencies will grad-
ually replace existing currencies and be 
widely used in life by the world.



The ecosystem Corgidoge

Our ecosystem consists of 4 core components: cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency exchange, real estate investment 
application, eCommerce platform, that built to create value for CORGI crypto-currency investors and holders.

The development of the CORGI ecosystem will be produced by raising capital through the utility cryptocurrency on Binance 
Smart Chain. Profits and offers on the CORGI ecosystem will be exclusive to crypto coin holders. Cryptocurrency holders have 
the option to use their cryptocurrency within the CORGI ecosystem.

CORGI cryptocurrency

CORGI currency uses blockchain to 
transfer the value and benefits of 
cryptocurrency holders.

CorgiR - real estate 
investment application

CorgiR Real Estate Investment appli-
cation allows people to invest in real 
estate worldwide by paying with 
CORGI cryptocurrency. In addition 
to profiting from real estate, inves-
tors also benefit from the growth 
price of CORGI in the cryptocurren-
cy market.

z z

CorgiS - cryptocurrency exchange

CorgiS cryptocurrency exchange 
allows trading and storing crypto-
currencies. In addition, it also pays 
profits to investors holding CORGI 
cryptocurrency.

E-commerce platform CorgiE

CorgiE eCommerce platform allows 
anyone to buy/sell decentralized 
goods and pay with CORGI crypto-
currency, address the current inade-
quacies of currency exchange rate 
differences between countries.



The total volume of CORGI that will be released to the market is 10,000 Billion

Corgi crypto coin selling - Road maps
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Distribution Information

  25% will be allocated  in each stage for 
advisors, partners, company reserves. 
60% CORGI of this will be locked in five 
years. The CORGI deverlopment team 
commits to accompanying and putting 
the  huge belief  in the development of 
the project.

  30% of CORGI will be sold IEO and burned 
in each phase of the project, CORGI only 
sells IEO once, the remaining amount of 
CORGI after selling IEO will be burned with 
the first batch. Subsequent burnings will be 
allocated in phases in accordance with 
CORGI's inflation rate in the market. The 
purpose of the operation is to stabilize and 
strengthen the value of the CORGI virtual 
currency.

  5% CORGI will be used for a noble purpose 
that is charity. In addition to this 5%, the CORGI 
Community will be called to contribute to 
charity. CORGI's main target audience is 
people in Asian countries that are heavily 
affected by natural disasters. CORGI wishes to 
make a small contribution to accompany and 
improve the difficult lives of people in these 
countries. CORGI will create a smart contract 
and publicize its charitable activities. 

 20% CORGI will be allocated during the 
staking pool, for holders of CORGI and tokens 
of the ecosystem. The allocation process will be 
divided equally in stages.

   10% CORGI will be used for developing 
community, spreading and promoting 
CORGI on social networks, youtube and 
crypto channels. Promote community 
activities with rewards for each CORGI 
activity.

  10% will be used as a present for new 
people to create and build a strong 
CORGI community, each new person will 
be given 100,000 CORGI and the refer 
mechanism will have 4 levels. The goal 
after the airdrop ends will be to promote a 
community of 7,000,000 holders. 



3200 Billion (32%) – Launch of CorgiDoge on 
Binance Smartchain & Airdrop, swap reward on Pan-
CakeSwap & BakerySwap .

The first stage is for investors who have been with CORGI since 
its inception. After the CORGI giveaway for new members 
(maximum 1 Trillion CORGI), we will ocially sell IEO 15% CORGI 
in the initial issue at a preferential price for investors who wish 
to be with our team build the CORGI ecosystem. Number of 
CORGI after sell IEO will be burn.

Advisors, partners, team, company reserves 5% 
Marketing 2%
Airdrop 10%
IEO + BURN 15%

Corgi crypto coin selling - Road maps

Q2, 2021Phase 01



Q3, 202102

In phase 2, the product will be progressed according to CORGI's development 
roadmap. CORGI will be listed on cryptocurrency exchanges.

2200 Billion CORGI (22%) – Launch of Official Website and 
Desktop Wallet, List Corgi on Crypto Exchanges 

Advisors, partners, team, company reserves 5% 
Marketing 2%
Reward for Stake 5%
Burn 10%

Corgi crypto coin selling - Road maps

Phase



Q1-Q2, 2022

2200 Billion CORGI (22%) – Ra mắt CorgiS, Corgi 
Wallet 1.0 Release (iOS & Android) 

Advisors, partners, team, company reserves 5% 
Marketing 2%
Reward for Stake 5% 
Burn 5%
Charity 5%

Corgi crypto coin selling - Road maps

Phase 03



Q3-Q4, 2022

1200 Billion CORGI (12%) – Launching CorgiR; Intro-
duction if Corgi Governance Pover (GP), Staking, 
Free Transactions and Mobile Wallet.

Advisors, partners, team, company reserves 5% 
Marketing 2%
Reward for Stake 5%

04Phase

Corgi crypto coin selling - Road maps



1200 Billion CORGI (12%) – Launching CorgiE; Intro-
duction of Corgi Fast Transactions Layer and Gover-
nance Features (E.g.Voting); Global Adoption .

Advisors, partners, team, company reserves 5% 
Marketing 2%
Reward for Stake 5%

Q1, 2023

Corgi crypto coin selling - Road maps

Phase 05



Corgi Crypto coin selling - road maps

Q3, 2021

Launch of Corgidoge on Binance Smart Chain. 
Airdrop & Swap on pancakeswap/bakeryswap. 
IEO Round 1.

Release stake pool and reward for staking.
Corgi is be listed crypto exchanges. 

Launch of official website and mobile wallet.

Q3, 2022
Launch of CorgiR Introduction of 

Corgi Governance Power (GP). 
There is a large amount of reward remaining, 

the leftover will be burned.

2023

Launching CorgiS, Corgi Wallet 1.0 Release (iOS & Android) .
Release CorgiS pool and reward for staking Release charity 
funds. 
There is a large amount of reward remaining, the leftover will be 
burned.

Launch of CorgiE. 
Introduction of Corgi Fast Transactions Layer 
and Governance Features(E.g.Voting). 
Global Adoption.

Q2, 2021

Q1, 2022

Q4, 2022

Launch of CorgiE.
Introduction of Corgi Fast Transactions Layer 

and Governance Features (E.g.Voting).
Global adoption.



Purpose: In addition to rewarding ecosystem contributors, the goal of the cryptocurrency in 
the CORGI system is not only to ensure that those using the platform always feel like they are 
more than just customers, but also the shareholder that makes CORGIDOGE's success.

Not only that, as the ecosystem grows, the CORGI cryptocurrency will encourage believers to 
continue choosing to participate in the community. This participation will ensure that any ser-
vices added to our ecosystem receive incentives.

Encoding



Participation

Individuals can participate in the CORGI ecosystem by becoming the original owner of the vir-
tual currency through contributions to the IEO

Users can obtain CORGI through the purchase of virtual currency on various digital currency exchanges. (avail-
able changes may be announced at a later time).

Owners who do not have virtual coins can borrow virtual coins from virtual currency owners 
on a temporary basis to access the CORGI discount



Blockchain is a distributed 
ledger or record (data) of all 
transactions on a peer-to-peer 
network. Using this 
technology, participants can 
confirm 
transactions without the need 
for a central clearing agency. 
This data is not stored on a 
centralized server so it is virtu-
ally impossible for a hacker to 
corrupt the information stored 
in the Blockchain. This data is 
stored in blocks and then 
linked to previous blocks in a 
chain. Hence, it is called the 
blockchain.

Just as the Internet and the World Wide Web have changed the way businesses and consumers 
communicate with each other, blockchain will change the way businesses and consumers interact 
and relate to each other. In the days when the success of a product or service was shared only by the 
business owners themselves, we now have a mechanism that is possible for both the increasingly de-
manding consumers and businesses selling services, to gain a transparent profit.

Furthermore, blockchain allows the 
implementation of smart contracts 
in managing the issuance of virtual 
currencies and the benefits associ-
ated with virtual currencies. This 
ensures that virtual coin holders 
can track, verify and keep the virtu-
al coin issuer's account.

Why blockchain ?



Blockchain is often touted as an efficient way of storing data. Blockchain is designed to be tamper-proof and demo-
cratic. It makes this more or less clear, through the three defining characteristics shown in the figure below.

The decentralized nature 
blockchain technology means 
that it does not rely on a 
central point of control.

Blockchain

Cryptography is a method of 
encoding and decoding infor-
mation through complex 

mathematics.

Cryptography (cryptography): Cryptography is a method of encoding and decoding information through complex mathematics.
Decentralization (Decentralization): The decentralized nature of blockchain technology means that it does not rely on a central point 
of control.
Consensus (Consensus/Consensus): The consensus mechanism defines the verification and validation of transactions on the blockchain on 
a node-by-node basis.

The consensus mechanism defines 
the verification and validation of 

transactions on the blockchain on 
a node-by-node basis.

What makes blockchain secure ?



Purchasing tokens are likely to be a high level of risk. You should carefully consider the risks described below, 
accompanied with all other information contained in CORGIDOGE coin finance's terms  and  conditions  before  
deciding  to purchase CORGI. The  following  risks  entail circumstances in which our business activities, finan-
cial conditions, performance results and prospects may be exposed      

Disclaimer



Risks associated with purchasing CORGI

The Company may have to make changes to the 
specifications of the CORGIDOGE coin finance 
technology platform or the CORGI token for any 
good reason or the Company may not be able to 
develop the CORGIDOGE coin finance technology 
platform by realizing those specs or any form of 
working platform. It's possible that the CORGI-
DOGE coin finance platform has never been 
released, and there may never be a working CORGI 
Token. Furthermore, despite good faith efforts to 
develop and launch the CORGIDOGE coin finance 
platform and subsequently develop and maintain 
the CORGIDOGE coin finance technology plat-
form, it is possible that the CORGIDOGE coin 
finance platform is malfunctioning or not being de-
veloped or maintained. In accordance with proper 
maintenance, this can negatively impact the 
CORGIDOGE coin finance and CORGI tokens.  
 

CORGI may not be able to successfully develop, market, and launch the CORGIDOGE coin finance platform

Although a limited public closed beta of the platform has been released for testing, the CORGIDOGE coin 
finance technology platform has not yet been fully developed by the Company and it will require additional 
funding, as well as expertise, developer and manager, time and effort to successfully develop and launch 
the CORGIDOGE coin finance platform. 

Startups often encounter undesirable problems in 
the areas of product development, marketing, 
finance, and general management, among others 
that are often not solvable. Similarly, casinos may not 
accept the CORGIDOGE coin finance platform for 
any reason.

If the Company is unsuccessful in its attempt to 
demonstrate to users the utility and value of the 
CORGIDOGE coin finance platform, there will likely 
be very little demand for the platform and therefore 
of little use for CORGI. Hence, the price of CORGI 
could fall, possibly to zero. 



 CORGIDOGE coin finance may be forced to shut down 
or take actions that resulted in the Dissolution Event

Risks related to the CORGI token and 
the technology platform CORGIDOGE coin finance

It is possible that for any reason, including but not limited to the adverse fluctuation in the value of cryptocurrencies 
and fiat currencies, the Company was unable to establish the launch of the CORGIDOGE coin finance platform and 
its utility. CORGI tokens, failure of commercial relationships, legal action or challenges of intellectual property rights, 
the Company may no longer function and dissolve events. 

The CORGIDOGE coin finance technology platform may not be widely applicable and have a limited number of users

It is possible that the CORGIDOGE coin finance platform will not be used by a large number of individuals, companies 
and other organizations or limited public interest in creating and developing online gaming platforms based on block-
chain. Such lack of use or disinterest could negatively impact the development of the CORGIDOGE coin finance plat-

form and, therefore, the potential utility of the CORGI token.


